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• During 1970s democratization was incremental process:

Bottom-up pressure by activists pushes top-down moves

by KMT

• Dangwai scored between 20 and 30 percent in

supplementary national and local elections

• Kang Ningxiang led the dangwai through the dark years

after 1979 & paved way for the foundation of the DPP



• Elections became a pressure valve and a means to 

assimilating newly empowered economic and social 

forces into the political system (Chu 1992: 102)

• Exploiting greater political space and growing voices for 

political participation, the Dangwai opposition 

movement increased demands for democratic reform

• Activists organized mass rallies, street demonstrations 

and other confrontations to mobilize latent anti-KMT 

sentiment 
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• Despite the temporary tightening of political space 

following the crackdown on the underground 

political magazine Meilidao (美麗島事件) and the 

arrest of major Dangwai figures in 1979, 

compromises between the government and 

Dangwai led to the first competitive (though still 

supplementary) Legislative election held in 1980

• Thereafter, the KMT continued to expand the 

scope of electoral offices and to allow greater 

political space.
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• 1986 DPP forms first opposition party - technically 

illegal, but Chiang Ching-kuo tacitly allows it

• Lifting of martial law, 1987 

• 1990 Wild Lily student movement

• DPP includes the Taiwan Independence clause in its 

party platform, 1991 

• Taiwan’s “founding election,” i.e. first direct legislative 

election, 1992 (KMT wins 95/161 seats)

• 1996 first direct election of the president



• 1980: First competitive (supplementary) national election

• 1987: DPP competes in first (legislative) election

• 1991: First non-supplementary election for National Assembly

• 1992: First non-supplementary election for Legislature

• 1994: Taipei and Kaohsiung Mayoral elections

• 1994: Final Provincial Governor election.

• 1996: First direct election of the President.

• 2000: Opposition candidate elected President

• 2004: First (“Defensive”) Referendum

• 2005: Reforms to Legislative election system

• 2010: newly established special municipality elections

• 2012: Presidential & Legislative elections held concurrently

• 2014: 9-in-1 local & special municipality elections
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• Since the DPP was formed in 1986, Taiwan’s political 

system dominated by the KMT and DPP & the ‘blocs’ 

that they have periodically formed with other parties

• Over time, the two major parties have converged to 

inhabit the central third of the political spectrum on 

most issues, while smaller parties have occupied 

positions to the ‘left’ and ‘right’

• The New Party, People First Party and Taiwan 

Solidarity Union formed as the KMT moved towards 

the centre on the question of national identity and 

relations with China and the party splintered 
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• Media always very political in Taiwan

• During the one-party era the media were a tightly

controlled ideological apparatus

• KMT used media to depoliticize and demobilize the

public sphere

• Similar to authoritarian information order in PRC

• KMT propaganda & media control to “preserve real

Chinese culture”

• Underground publications & pirate radio only option

for Dangwai



• Until 1980s KMT and military owned all major TV 

channels and newspapers

• Three terrestrial channels were owned by the 

government (Taiwan Television; TTV, 台視), the 

KMT (China Television; CTV, 中視) and the military 

(Chinese Television Service; CTS, 華視)

• These outlets performed a strong ‘gate-keeping’ or 

‘guard-dog’ role effectively barring mainstream 

media access to the opposition

• Early 90s Cable TV Act (有線電視法) opened up

space for opposition voices



• DPP politicians exploited the new opportunities by

‘creating news’ and appearing on chat shows;

• It turned them from ‘street demonstrators into talk show

hosts’

• Call-in show format very popular on pirate radio in

1970s, quickly came to dominate TV

• 1994 Quanmin Kaijiang on TVBS (全民開講)



• Newspaper market was dominated by United Daily

News (联合报) and China Times （中国时报）

• 1989 pro-DPP Liberty Times est. (自由时报)

• 1997 actors close to DPP set up FTV（民视)

• Media content remains “political” and “biased”

• 2000 HK’s Next Media enters market, tabloidization but

some claim to “neutrality”

• 2000, already 10 local 24-hour news channels



• Apart from ownership issues, Taiwan’s media is

among freest & most competitive in Asia

• Freedom doesn’t = responsibility, quality, balance

• Sensationalism, questionable ethics, partisan,

money-oriented, close ties to interest groups

• Predominance of “Infotainment”

• Continuing issue of ownership: 2012 Next Group

could be sold to pro-China mogul (owner of 旺旺
China Times), would own 46% media market share.

Big student protests block sale



• Taiwan has a lot of elections

• Campaigns are intensely fought– core issues, core cleavages, KMT legacy &
pork barrel

• Campaigns no longer clientelistic mobilization battles (KMT machine politics)

• Taiwanese election campaigns are very exciting, with lots of action covered
24 hours a day on the local news channels

Media and elections



The campaign environment

• The campaign environment = political and media contexts

in which campaigns are conducted.

• Campaigns, no longer clientelistic mobilization battles &

small-scale traditional practices

• Now include a prominent TV campaign, an expanding role

for campaign consultants, enormous campaign

expenditures, a prolonged if not ‘permanent’ campaign and

abundant campaign advertising



• The Election and Recall Law (公職人員選舉罷免法)

amended in 1989 to allow newspaper ads, 1991 TV

ads

• Since that time massive increase in party spending

on advertising

• CEC sets spending limits-not enforced

• Big increase in negative campaigning



• ‘Taiwan’s campaign culture thrives on negativity’ (Rawnsley

2003)

• ‘invented stories about crime and social stability,

conspiracy theories and alarmist rhetoric about coming

war with China and economic collapse’ (Corcuff 2004)

• Taiwanese candidates ‘have been accused, often by

anonymous sources, of heinous crimes, ranging from

rape and association with gangsters to belonging to the

Communist Party and betraying Taiwan’ (Rawnsley

2005)

• Chen Shui-bian accused of being a racist, dictator and

‘scum of the nation’ in 2004 (Schafferer 2006)



• Zero-sum conception of elections

• Political opponents are treated as enemies

• Negativity fuelled by media which exaggerate conflict

• Tabloid journalism + rampant instrumentalism +

hyperbolic rhetoric + rumour-mongering + bias = media

and party driven ‘permanent mobilization’

• Some signal but a lot of noise



DPP’s contribution to social and political 

development

• Separation of KMT party and ROC-state, 

including partial constitutional reform 

• Civil control of Taiwan’s military apparatus 

• Electoral reform 

• Welfare reform (women, seniors, children, labour, 

indigenous people, farmers) 

• Educational and cultural reform 

• Anti-corruption measures



Effects of party factionalism on political 

culture in Taiwan

• Political patrons more important than party 

institutions? 

• Follow the leader syndrome (Lee Tenghui, Lien 

Chan, Soong Chu-yu, Chen Shui-bian etc) 

• Politics as zero-sum game – control of resources 

to channel to supporters



• 1986 Democratic Progressive Party ( 民 進 黨 )

becomes first opposition party

• DPP’s Chen Shui-bian won the presidency

unexpectedly in 2000

• DPP had inadequate capacity to govern, Chen didn’t

have much of a mandate (39% vote), KMT & allies

controlled the Legislature, Beijing refused to deal with

Chen at all & KMT obstructed everything DPP tried
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• The nationalist Chen oversaw a program of

‘Taiwanization’ and destabilized cross-Strait relations

• Chen ruled for 8 years, then jailed for corruption

• Ma Ying-jeou won landslide in 2008 campaigning to

clean up government, improve the economy and

relations with China

• Very quick warming of cross-Strait relations, e.g.

ECFA, direct flights, Chinese tourists

• Cross-Strait relations at an all time high—but Ma’s

embrace of China not popular
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• Until 2016 KMT & allies controlled the legislature

• DPP seat share never exceeded 40%

• Previous experience of divided government not 

good for Taiwan

• All changed in 2016 – what happened?







Discussion

• Think about the democratization era, how could 

different types of media help opposition politicians 

push for reform?

• How do Taiwanese (and other democracies’) 

politicians use the media and the internet in their  

election campaigns? 

• Does it matter who owns the media?

• What do you think of the criticism that “Taiwan’s 

media are too free”?

• Are call-in shows a positive thing for democratic 

competition?
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